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PREFACE
Chaman Nahal is a renowned novelist, essayist, story
writer, and a versatile genius of post-modern Indian English
Literature. His novels are primarily concerned with political,
social and mythical issues as well as Indian culture. His novels

la
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are about politics and the freedom struggle. He has also
presented the conflicts and violence between communities across
India during the time of partition and that of its aftermath. He has
portrayed Gandhi and his life lively. He is a highly appreciated
story writer. His portrayal of the traumas of partition won him

te

the Sahitya Academy Award in 1977.

The present research work is divided into five chapters

including the “Introduction” and “Conclusion.” Chapter one,
presents a note on the author’s life and his literary career along

Es

with the literature review. It also illustrates the writer’s style,
narration and other qualities which immortalize him in the
galaxy of literature.

The second chapter, ‘Treatment of Politics in Indian

English Fiction’, provides an overview of those Indian English
Fiction Writers, who have political elements in their novels. This
chapter deals with the different political colours on Indians and
their consequences. Khushwant singh’s Train To Pakistan deals
with partition, Bhabani Bhattacharya’s Shadow from Ladakh
shows the impact of the China war of 1965, Arun Joshi’s The
City and The River and Nayantara Sagal’s Rich Like Us, reflects
Emergency.
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The third chapter ‘Freedom Struggle’ as the title suggests,
deals with the freedom struggle; here I have discussed the
freedom movement from 1919 upto independence. Nahal’s The
Gandhi Quartet in its four volumes picturise the whole scenario
of our memorable freedom movement. These novels analyse how
Nahal presents political elements in a fictional way. The political

la
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elements dealt here are Non-Cooperation Movement, Satya and
Ahimsa, the Salt March and the Quit India Movement.

The fourth chapter, ‘Partition’ deals with Nahal’s most
famous novel ‘Azadi’ in which the autobiographical element is
obvious. Through this novel he has tried to say that not everyone

te

gets pleasure from freedom. The dark and hidden sides of
freedom have been presented here. The plight of the Hindus and
the Sikhs refugees from Pakistan is the basic theme of the novel.
The sixth and the last chapter, “Conclusion” is a brief

Es

summary of the preceding chapters which has been analysed
from various perspectives in the light of the present research
work. It compromises on the findings of the thesis and focuses
on the contribution of the research work to the existing
knowledge.

It is customary as well as obligatory to express my
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